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Abstract: We construct Anosov flows related with par-
tially hyperbolic flows on codimension 1 non-integrable ori-
entable distributions of compact Riemannian manifolds. The 
distributions are constant umbilical and need a volume pre-
served. The manifolds are supposed to have sufficiently neg-
ative sectional curvatures on the planes contained in the dis-
tribution. 
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1 Introd uction 
The flows, nowadays called Anosov flows, were extensively studied by D. V. Anosov 
in [AJ, 1967. The interest on A~osov flows follows from the fact that they con-
stitute a class of non trivial dynamical systems which are structurally stable. In 
fact, an Anosov flow which is Holder C1 and has an invariant measure (generated 
by a volume's form) is ergodic . 
The structural stability for Holder C1 Anosov flows, as well as the ergodicity 
when there is an invariant measure, were proved by Anosov in his book [A]. 
There it was also proved that the geodesic flow on the unitary tangent bundle 
of a compact Riemannian manifold, having strictly negative all their sectional 
curvatures, is an Anosov flow. The Anosov flows are a special case of the so called 
partially hyperbolic flows: 
Definition 1 Let Q be a compact Coo manifold. A non singular smooth flow 
Tt : Q --+ Q is partially hyperbolic if the derivative (variational) flow DTt : TQ --+ 
TQ satisfies: 
i) for any p E Q , TpQ = Xp EEl Yp EEl Zp, where X, Y, Z are invariant sub-bundles 
of TQ, dim Xp = I ~ 1, dim Yp = k ~ 1, Zp J [(Ttp)~=o]; 
ii) there exist a Riemannian metric on Q and numbers a, c > 0 such that for all 
p E Q we have: 
IDTt~1 :S al~le-ct, 'tit ~ 0, (or IDTt~1 ~ a-ll~le-ct, 'tit :S 0), 'tI~ E Xp; 
IDTt1l1 :S al1llect, 'tit :S 0, (or IDTt1l1 ~ a-111lIect, 'tit ~ 0), 'tI1I E Yp. 
X and Yare said to be uniformly contracting and expanding, respectively; 
iii) Z is neutral in the sense that it is neither uniformly contracting nor uniformly 
expanding. 
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If, in particular, Zp = [(Ttp)~=ol , iii) is satisfied and the flow zs said to be 
hyperbolic or Anosov. 
The consideration of a smooth non-integrable distribution ~ on a Riemannian 
manifold (in a sense we could start with a sub-Riemannian structure - see Kupka 
[Ku], 1996), enabled us to obtain partially hyperbolic flows on the unitary vec-
tor bundle defined by~. To obtain the hyperbolic properties of the trajectories 
of these flows we need to assume, among other suitable hypotheses, some nega-
tiveness for the sectional curvatures on the 2-planes contained in ~ (and only in 
~). 
Our motivation came from Mechanics when one considers motions with non-
holonomic perfect constraints, that is, satisfying the d' Alembert principle (see, for 
instance, Cartan [C], 1928; Harle [Hal, 1977; Fusco and Oliva [FO], 1986). 
In the present paper we construct a class of examples of partially hyperbolic 
~-geodesic flows, which, in some particular cases, will induce a related Anosov 
flow. Let M be a compact Riemannian Coo manifold, dim M = m, V' be the 
associated Levi-Civita connection, and (T M, M, 71") the tangent bundle. Consider 
on M a non-integrable distribution ~, that is, it is given ~M C T M a Coo sub-
vector bundle of T M , with fibers ~qM, dim ~qM = n , Vq EM, n < m and let 
~J.. MeT M be the vector bundle corresponding to the orthogonal distribution 
~J... One can introduce the total second fundamental form of ~ (see [KO]) : 
B : T M x M ~M -+ ~J.. M 
defined by: for any X E TqM, Y E ~qM, Z E ~~ M ,let X, Y, i be local 
extent ions of X, Y, Z respectively. Then 
< B(X, Y), Z >=< V' Xi, Y > (q) = - < i, V' xY > (q). (1) 
It is not dificult to see that the total second fundamental form is well defined, 
that is: 
Lemma 1 The value of B does not depend on the chosed extentions. 
The ~-geodesic flow corresponds to the d'Alembert trajectories (see [C], [Hal 
and [FO]) of a constrained particle free of external forces, and it is determined by 
the equation: 
(2) 
Any solution of this equation with initial condition v E ~M will be called a 
trajectory . We remark that , since M is compact, M is complete in the sense 
that all trajectories will be curves defined for all t E IR. Note that for any 
trajectory, q(t) E ~q(t), Vt E IR and 
d 
dt IIql12 = 2 < q, V' qq >= O. 
Definition 2 The compact (m + n - I)-dimensional manifold ~lM is the sub-
manifold of~M given by {(q,v) E ~M such that < v,v >= I}. 
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Throughout this paper we will consider the :E-geodesic flow restricted to ~lM. 
The vector field XE\M E X(~lM) is the one defined by the flow (2) restricted to 
~lM. 
The conservation of a volume by the geodesic flow represents an important 
feature in this theory, and furnishes a natural invariant measure. It is natural to 
ask under which hypoteses there is a natural volume preserved by the :E-geodesic 
flow. Kupka and Oliva (see [KO]) gave an answer to this question. In the codi-
mension one case, that is, n = m - 1 , when there exists a globally defined unitary 
normal (to ~ ) vector field N, that is, when ~ is orientable, conservation of a 
volume is equivalent to the condition 
(3) 
In section 2 we will show how the metric on M can induce a Riemannian metric 
on ~lM. 
In section 3 we will derive the system of variational equations to XE\M and 
decompose it in some natural components, that decouple the system. In section 
4 we will prove our main results, which we will state briefly here. 
Definition 3 The codimension 1 distribution ~ is said to be totally umbilical if 
for any X, Y E ~qM , Vq EM: 
1 
< BS(X, Y),N >= 2 < B(X, Y) + B(Y,X),N >= h(q) < X, Y > (4) 
where h E Coo. If h is a constant function we say that the distribution is constant 
umbilical. When h == 0 we say that the distribution is totally geodesic. 
We are now able to state the following: 
Theorem 1 Let M be a compact Riemannian m-dimensional manifold and ~M 
an orientable codimension 1 distribution, constant umbilical. Assume that XE\M 
conserves volume. Suppose also that the sectional curvature on ~ satisfies -K(X, 
Y) > h2 + 4 < B(X, Y), N >2 for any orthogonal and normalized vectors X, Y E 
~qM , Vq EM. In this case, the :E-geodesic flow on ~lM is partially hyperbolic. 
Note that, in the case of an integrable distribution, the condition on the sec-
tional curvature is equivalent to the negativeness of the sectional curvature on the 
integrable leaves. 
In the special case where the distribution is totally geodesic we really obtain 
an Anosov flow. In section 3 , we will construct a vector field W on :E 1 M such 
that if W = [W] is the one-dimensional vector-bundle defined by W then: 
Theorem 2 Under the same hypoteses of Theorem 1, assume that h = 0 . Then 
there exists a vector field W commuting with XE,M such that W = [W] is invari-
ant, and, if:E1M/W is a regular manifold, the ~-geodesic flow induces an Anosov 
flow on this quotient, so ergodic and structurally stable. 
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Note that if "£1 M /W is not a regular manifold, we will still have an Anosov 
flow on a manifold with singularities. 
In section 5 we. present an example of this class of Anosov flows with "£1 M /W 
regular. 
2 Horizontal and Vertical Subspaces. 
duced Metric on L.IM 
The In-
We define, as usually, the vertical subspace at a point Vq E "£1M by: 
(5) 
Note that with this definition dim VVq = n - L 
The vertical lift of uq E "£qM n [vq].L at a point Vq E "£lM is then defined by: 
( Vq +suq )'1 CVq(uq) = q, II Vq + sUq II 8=0· (6) 
It is not dificult to see that with these definitions one has the following prop-
erties: 
Lemma 2 d7rvq 0 CVq = 0 and CVq : "£qM n [vq].L ~ VVq is an isomorphism. 
Let us now define a map Kvq : VVq ~ TqM. If AVq E Vvq, let Z be a curve on 
"£lM such that Z(O) = Vq and Z'(O) = Avq . Then, if Z(t) = (Zl(t),Z2(t)), with 
Zl (t) == q E M and Z2(t) E TZ,(t)M, we finally set Kvq(Avq) = Z~(O). It is not 
dificult to prove that: 
Lemma 3 KVq is a well defined linear map ,its image is given by Im(Kvq) 
"£qM n [vq]J.. and KVq is the inverse of the vertical lift. 
Let us now define the horizontal lift Hv q of a vector Wq E TqM, at a point 
Vq E ElM. For this, let "I(t) be a curve in M such that "1(0) = q , ')"(0) = Wq 
and let Vet) be the parallel transport of Vq along "I(t) . Then, if PV(t) E "£')'(t) 
denotes the orthogonal projection of Vet), one defines: 
( PV(t) )'1 Hvq(wq) = ')'(t), II PV(t) " t=o E TVq"£lM (7) 
It is easy to prove that: 
Lemma 4 The horizontal lift HVq : TqM ~ TVq"£lM is a linear injective map 
and d7rvq 0 HVq = idlTqM . 
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The horizontal subspace at Vq E :ElM is then defined as the image 1ivq = 
Im(Hvq) C Tvq(:ElM) . Note that dim1i vq = m. 
With the constructions above we obtain a generalization of the classical de-
composition in horizontal and vertical spaces and lifts relatively to the :E-geodesic 
flow. As in the geodesic case, we have: 
Lemma 5 The tangent space of :El M is the direct sum of its horizontal and 
vertical spaces, that is , TVq (:El M) = Vv• EB 1iv • . 
As a matter of fact, the map Kvo acts on any element Av. E Tv. (:El M) ; in fact 
,if Z(t) = (Zl (t), Z2(t)) is a curve on :ElM such that Z(O) = Vq and Z'(O) = Av. 
,it is enough to define K vq(Avo) as the covariant derivative at t = 0 of Z2(t) with 
respect to Z{ (t) . It is clear that this definition extends the one introduced above 
when Avo E VVo . Note that if Uv• E 1ivq then there exists Wq E TqM such that 
Uv• = Hvo (wq ) • Using the same notation as in the definition of horizontal lift, 
we have : 
PV(t) I 
Kv.(Uv.) = 'VWq II PV(t) II t=o' 
After some computation we obtain that: 
(8) 
We are now able to define the map that will allow us to turn :El M into a 
lliemannian manifold: 
Definition 4 iv : Tv (:El M) -t TqM x TqM is the linear injective map con-
o • h 
structed as follows: if Avo E Tv. (:El M) and Av. = A~. + Av. ' let 
iv. (Av.) = (d7fv• (Av.), - B(d7fv• (Av.), vq) + Kv. (A~.)) , (9) 
with inverse (on the image) given by: 
i;;-l(Wq , -B(wq, vq) + uq) = Hv. (wq) + Cv• (uq) , 
• 
(10) 
for all Wq E TqM , uq E :EqM n [vq]-L. 
Definition 5 The metric on :ElM is defined by: 
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3 The Variational Equation 
Let Tt be the one parameter group of diffeomorfisms generated by the vector 
field XE,M , that is, the flow defined by equation (2) on ~lM. The variational 
equation for (2) is the equation that determines the time evolution of a vector 
A E T(qO ,qo) (~lM) under the derivative D(qo,qo)Tt that is, the equation that gives 
A(t) = D(qo,qo)Tt(A) E T(q(t),q(t))(~lM), 
q(t) being the trajectory defined by (qO, go). 
Consider a local coordinate system at (qo, go) E ~lM of the type (<p = 
(ql, ... ,qm):l/J) and let b(s),r(s)) ,s E (-€,+€), be a curve in ~lM such that 
b(O),r(O)) = (qO,go) and 
~ b(s), r(s))ls=o = (Jo, .]0) = A. 
Take, for each s E (-€, +€), the trajectory (q(t, s), g(t, s)) = Ttb(s), r(s)). Note 
that it is defined a 2-dimensional submanifold of ~lM. Then, 
A(t, s) = (J(t,s),.J(t,s)) = D(-y(s),r(s))Tt (:sb(s),r(s))) = 
d t (d d (d )) 
= ds T b(s) , r(s)) = dsq(t,s), ds dtq(t,s) 
defines, for each s E (-€, +€), a solution of the variational equation, which, from 
now on, will be called a Jacohi field . By construction, {q(t,s), s E (-€,+€), t E 
JR} defines also a 2-dimensional submanifold of M , and so [ts' tt] = O. Since 
ts = J and it = q, then, as elements ofTq(t,s)M, [J, q] is well defined and vanishes. 
Note that, as elements of T(q,q)(t,s)~lM , one has ts = (J,.]) and it = XE,M , 
which implies that [A(., .), XE,M] = 0 . For s = 0 the above construction provides 
the Jacobi field over the trajectory (q(t), q(t)). We remark that a Jacobi field over 
a given trajectory does not depend on the curve chosen as a representant of A. It 
will be use full to consider the image of a Jacobi field by the map i(q,q) , that is, as 
a pair of vectors in TqM. 
Lemma 7 If A(t) is a Jacobi field over a trajectory (q(t),q(t)) E ~lM, then 
i(q(t) ,q(t))(A(t)) = (J(t), V' q(t)J(t)) (12) 
where the second component is the covariant derivative of J(t) with respect to g(t) . 
Since the second component of the image of a Jacobi field depends only of its 
first component, J will also be called a Jacobi field along q = q(t). It is simple, 
now, to derive the variational equation (see also [HaD, 
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Proposition 1 The variational equation for the Jacobi fields is given by: 
V' q V' qJ = R(q, J)q - V' JB(q , q) (13) 
where R is the curvature tensor of M. Given an initial condition 
{13} has a unique solution, with this initial condition. 
Proof: We consider q(t,s) and J(t,s) as above. Then, the left side of (13) 
is equal to V' q V' Jq , and it will be enough to use the definiton of the curvature 
tensor, and the trajectory equation (2) •. 
We will consider, from now on, a co dimension 1 orient able distribution, that 
conserves volume, that is, E.l. M = [NJ, where N is a normalized vector field 
satisfying (3). In this case, there exists a Coo function 
k:MxMTMxMEM-+R, 
linear on the second and third variables, such that : 
B(X, Y)(q) = k(q, X, Y)N(q), "IX E TqM, Y E EqM, Vq E M. (14) 
Whenever the meaning is clear, we will ommit the dependence of k on the first 
variable. 
Given a trajectory (q, q), let F(q ,q) be the orthogonal projection of TqM onto 
EqM n [q].l.. It will be usefull to decompose a Jacobi field J over (q, q) as: 
J(t) = a(t)q(t) + Z(t) + b(t)N(q(t)), (15) 
where Z(t) = F(q(t),q(t»J(t) . We will ommit the dependence OIl the trajectory 
and time whenever it does not cause confusion. 
Let us study the first derivative of J . From (15) one obtains, 
V' qJ = aq + aV' qq + V' qZ + bN + bV' qN. (16) 
But 
V'qZ = FV'qZ+ < V'qZ,N > N 
and 
V' qN = FV' qN + k(q, q)q. 
With these relations and (2), (16) gives: 
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+( -ak(q, q)- < Z, \1 qN > +b)N. (17) 
But 
< \1 qJ, q >= ~ J < q, q >= 0, 
where the derivative in the second term is taken on the 2-dimensional submanifold 
defined above. From now on, derivatives offunctions of q or covariant derivatives of 
vector fields depending on q, with respect to J, will mean derivatives(or covariant 
derivatives) on that 2-dimensional manifold. 
Then, for the first component of the Jacobi field we get the equation: 
a = -bk(q, q) . (18) 
On the other hand, we have that: 
J < q,N >=< \1 Jq,N > + < q, V'JN >= 0, 
which implies that the normal component of the Jacobi field satisfies: 
b =< B(q, Z) - B(Z, q), N >= 2 < Ba(q, Z), N >= 2ka(q, Z), (19) 
where Ba is the skew symmetric component of B on ~M x ~M. 
To study the conditions for the variational flow on T(~M) to be Anosov, 
we need to analyse the norms of Jacobi fields. We recall that IIAI12 = IIJII 2 + 
IIV' qJ1I2. To know the exponential decay of a particular IIAII we need to check the 
exponential decay of each component. To do so, we will first show that, under 
suitable hypotheses, IIZ(t)1I2 is a convex function. First we note that: 
(20) 
In the sequel we will assume that the distribution is constant umbilical. Note 
that, in this case, Ba(x, Y) = B(X, Y) whenever X, Yare orthogonal. From 
(13), (15) and (4) we have that: 
< \1 q \1 qJ, J >=< R(q, Z)q, Z > +b2 < R(q, N)q, N > + 
+2b < R(q, Z)q, N > -h < \1 IN, Z + aq >= -IIZII2 K(q , Z)+ 
+b2 < R(q,N)q,N > +2b < R(q,Z)q,N > _h2a2 - h211Z112 , (21) 
where Z = II ~II' Note that the last formula also holds for Z = O. 
Let Q be a local extension of q , such that < Q, N >= 0 and < Q, Q >= 1, 
- 1. 
and let Y1 , .. . , Ym - 2 be a local orthonormal basis of ~ n [QJ . Then, it is not 
difficult to show that : 
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V QN = hQ + L < V QN, Yi > Yi = hQ + L k(Q, Yi)Yi 
• i 
and 
[Q, N] = hQ + L (k(Q, Yi)- < V NQ, Yi > ) Yi 
i 
which implies that: 
< R(q,N)q,N >=< VNV QN,Q > - < V QVNN,Q >-
- < V[N,Q]N,Q >= h < VNQ,Q > - < Lk(Q,Yi)Yi, VNQ > + 
• 
+h2 + Lk(q,Yi)k(Yi,q) - L < VNQ,Yi >< VYiN,Q >= 
i 
(22) 
In order to calculate the the third curvature term in (21) we first establish 
that: 
and 
< V QVZQ,N >=< V Q (PVZQ - k(Z,Q)N) ,N >= 
= - < Pv ZQ, V QN > - ! (k(Z, Q)) = 
= - 2; k(q, Yi) < V zQ, Yi > - :t (k(Z, Q)) , 
• 
< VzV QQ,N >=< Vz (-hN +Pv QQ) ,N >= 
= - L < V qq, Yi >< Yi, V zN >= 0, 
i 
[Q, Z) =< V QZ' Q > Q + L «V QZ' Yi > - < V zQ, Yi > ) Yi-
t 
-2k(q, Z)N 
< V[Q,Z)Q,N >= Lk(Yi,q) « V zQ, Yi > - < V QZ' Yi » 
1 
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The computations above imply: 
d 
< R(q, Z)q, N >= dt (k(q, Z)) - L k(q, Yi) < \7 qZ, Yi > . (23) 
• 
With the substitution of equations (22) and (23) into equation (21) and, then, 
using equations (20) and (15), it is possible to prove that: 
Proposition 2 Let ~ be an orientable codimension 1 constant umbilical distri-
bution, with conservation of volume, and let Z = p(q,q) J be the projection onto 
~qM n [qJl- of a Jacobi field J along a trajectory (q, q). Then one has 
A z 
where Z = lJZIT. 
4 Main Results 
The proof of Theorem 1 has two distinct parts. The first one is to show the 
existence of Z(q,q) and its properties. The second will be the construction of 
the subspaces X(q,q) and Y(q,q) as in the Anosov's proof for the geodesic flow on 
a Riemannian compact manifold of strictly negative sectional curvature. In the 
geodesic flow case it is well known that J(t) = aq(t) is a particular Jacobi field; 
but, for a ~-geodesic flow, there will be the following particular Jacobi fields: 
Proposition 3 Under the same hypotheses of Proposition 2, for any given tra-
jectory there are Jacobi fields such that Z == O. They are linear combinations 
of: 
(25) 
(26) 
Moreover, if it is given an initial condition of the form 
a(q(O), -hN(q(O») + b(N(q(O», P(\7 qN)(q(O»), (27) 
the corresponding Jacobi field will be given by ah + bJ2 • 
Proof: We have to show that the vector field J = aq+bN , with b = 2ka (q, Z) = 0 
and a = -bh = canstant , satisfies (13). Note first that: 
\7 qJ = -ahN + b L k(q, Yi)Yi 
i 
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It is not difficult to see that the left side of equation (13) is given by: 
V q V qJ = -ah2q+ 
+ ~ ( -ahk(q, Y;) +b! k(q, Y;) + b 2(! k(q, Y;) < V' qY;, Y; > ) Y;+ 
+ (bh2 - b ~ k2 (Q, Yi») N = (1) . (28) 
On the other hand, from equations (22) and (23) one obtains: 
R(q,aq + bN)q = b ((h2 - ~k2(q,Yi») N+ 
+ ~ (! k(q, Y;) - 2( k(q, Y;) < V' qY;, Y; > ) Y; ) = (II) . (29) 
To conclude the proof, we just observe that: 
hV IN = ha (hq + ~ k(q, Yi)Yi) = (III) . (30) 
These particular solutions will be called special Jacobi fields. 
If we consider the subspace W(q,q) = i~~,j) [(N, FV qN)] , by Proposition 3 it 
will be a subspace of Z(q,q). 
A remarkable fact that occours under our hypotheses is that: 
Proposition 4 The equation for the Z component of a Jacobi field is given by: 
V q V qZ = R(q, Z)q + hV ZN-
-4ka(q, Z) (~k(q, Yi)Yi + ~q) - 2! (ka(q, Z» N , (31) 
that is, the equation decouples from the components in Nand q . 
Proof: Using the notation defined in equations (28) , (29) and (30), we get: 
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+2 :t (ka(g, Z» N + \7 g \7 gZ , 
R(g, J)g = (II) + R(g, Z)g, 
h\7 IN = (III) + h\7 ZN ; 
taking into account equation (13), the proof is complete. 
As a corollary of proposition 4, we see that equation (31) defines a linear flow 
Ft , t E IR , on a vector bundle over ~lM with (2m - 4)-dimensional fibers V(q,q) 
given by: 
V(q,q) = {(~, 1'/) s.t . ~ E ~(q,q) n [g]l., 1'/ E [g]l., < 1'/, N >= k(g,~)} 
and 
where (~, 1'/) E V(q,q)(O) and Z(t) is the solution of equation (31), with initial 
condition 
( Z(O), (\7 gZ + 2ka(g, Z)N) (0») = (Z(O), 8Z(0» = (~, 1'/) . 
Now we will restrict ourselves to a distribution ~ such that all the sectional 
curvatures on planes of ~ are sufficiently negative, that is, such that: 
-K(X, Y) > h2 + 4k2(X, Y), (32) 
for any orthonormal vectors X, Y on ~lqM and q E M. Note that, since ~lM is 
a compact manifold, then there exists a positive constant v such that: 
(33) 
Suppose that for some time to we have that the second member of equation 
(24) vanishes. This implies that 11\7 gZ(to)112 = 0 and that Z(to) = 0 .Then, 
equations (15) and (17) imply that for t = to we have an initial condition of the 
form (27), and then Z == 0, that is, J is a special Jacobi field. In this case, 
considering (24) we have proved that: 
Lemma 8 Under the above condition (32) and the hypoteses oj Proposition 2, ij 
J is not a special Jacobi field, then IIZII2 is a convex junction, that is: 
d2 
dt211Z112 > O. (34) 
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Definition 6 Let 
X(q,q) = {A E T(q,q)(~lM) s. t. IIDTtAl1 ~ 0, for t ~ oo} , (35) 
Y(q,q) = {A E T(q,q)(~lM) s. t. IIDTtAil ~ 0, for t ~ -oo} . (36) 
Note that, by definition, we have: 
for any t E R and (q , q) E ~lM. 
Moreover, the special Jacobi fields do not belong to these subspaces. Since 
A E X(q,q) implies that IIZII ~ 0 as t ~ 00 and A E Y(q,q) implies that IIZII ~ 0 
as t ~ -00 ,the convexity of IIZII 2 assures that X(q,q) n Y(q ,q) = {O}. 
We are now able to prove the basic facts for the proof of Theorem 1, namely: 
Lemma 9 Given a vector ~ E ~lqM n [qJ-L and a fixed time s ,there exists a 
Jacobi field such that Z(O) = ~ and Z(s) = O. Moreover, two such Jacobi fields 
differ by a special Jacobi field. 
Proof: The subspace of vectors (0,1]) E V(q .q)(O) has dimension m - 2. The 
component Z(t) == PI Ftq ,q)(o) (0,1]) corresponds to a linear transformation (for 
any fixed t), so 
But, from lemma 8, dim Ker (PIFt(q,q)(O» = 0 , so the map is onto ~q(t)M n 
[q(t)J-L . Reversing time and taking into account translation invariance, the lemma 
is proved. 
Definition 7 Let us introduce the subspaces : 
X(q , q) = {(~, 1]) E V(q,q) s.t. II Ft(~ , 1]) II~ 0 s.t. ~ oo}, 
f(q, q) = {(~, 1]) E V(q,q) s .t. II Ft(~, 1]) II~ 0 s.t. ~ -oo} . 
We will show , in the sequel, that X(q, q) and Y(q, q) are indeed (m - 2)-
dimensional subspaces of V(q ,q)' 
Lemma 10 There exists a (m - 2)-dimensional subspace of V(q ,q)(O) such that 
Z(t) = P1Ftq,q)(O)(t;.,1]) ~ 0 as t ~ 00 , for all (~,1]) in that subspace. 
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Proof: For a fixed ~ E l:q(o)M n [q(O)J.1. , consider the solution of (31) given by 
lemma 9, satisfying Zn(O) = ~ and Zn(n) = O. Let "1n be the vector 
"1n = 6Zn(0) = (\7 qZn + 2ka(q, Zn)) (0). 
Suppose, by contradiction, that there exists a subsequence ni -t 00 such that 
II 1/ni II-t 00. Let us consider Yi = II!:: II . By convexity (lemma 8) and the 
definitions of Zn and Yi , II Yi 112 is decreasing for t E [0, niJ , with Yi (0) = ....L 
1Jni 
and 6Yi(0) = II~::II . Since II (Yi(0),6Yi(0)) II is bounded, there is a subsequence 
il -t 00 , such that (Yi, (0), 6Yi, (0)) -t (0, "1) as l -t 00 , with II 1/ 11= 1 . We 
remark that, in fact, (0, "1) E V(q,q)(O) . 
On the other hand, the limit solution Y(t) (that is, the solution of(31) with 
initial conditions (0, "1) ) is , in any compact time interval [0, TJ , a uniform limit of 
the functions Yi, such that II Yi, II are decreasing functions (we consider only the 
il such that ni, > T ), so II Y(t) II is also a decreasing function. But II Y(O) 11= 0 
and II 6Y(0) II¥: 0 that is Y(t) is not identically zero, which is a contradiction. 
Thus, there exist a constant A such that lI"1n 11< A , Vn E IN , and a subse-
quence ni such that (~, 1/nJ -t (~, 1/) E vtq,q)(O) as ni -t 00 . The corresponding 
function Z(t) is such that its norm is decreasing on any compact interval [0, TJ , 
so will be decreasing for all positive t . If limHoo Ii Z(t) 112= a2 > 0 , then, by 
equations (24) and (33) we have d211 ZN)1I 2 ~ va2 , Vt ~ 0 , which is a contradiction 
, because this would imply II Z(t) IIq unbounded. Since the construction above is 
valid for arbitrary ~ E l:q(o)M n [q(O)J.1. , the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 11 dimX(q,q) = m - 2. 
Proof: Since 6Z(t) = (VqZ+2ka (q,Z)N)(t) ,it remains only to prove that 
a solution of equation (31) satisfying II Z(t) II-t 0 as t -t 00 , verifies also 
II \7 qZ(t) II-t 0 as t -t 00. But, by equation (24), it will be enough to show 
that d211!~)112 -t 0 as t -t 00 . By construction, d Il Zj:)1I 2 is a strictly negative 
increasing function , so the proof is complete. 
Note that X(q,g) is invariant under_ the flow, that is Ft X(q ,q)(O) = X(q,q)(t) 
Analogously, dimy(q,q) = m - 2 and y(q ,q) is also invariant under tha flow. To 
obtain the contracting and expanding properties we will need the next elementary 
lemma: 
Lemma 12 Let f be a positive smooth function defined for t :S 0 satisfying 
/(t) ~ 0:2 f(t), Vt ~ 0, 
with 1(0) = 10 ¥: 0 and j(O) < O. Then 
f(t) ~ ~ e-at , Vt ~ o. 
(38) 
(39) 
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Proof: See [A]. 
We are now able to state that: 
Lemma 13 For any (~, 7]) E X(q,q) , we have that" Z(t) II:::; c II (~, 7]) II e-vt , 
where 11 > 0 is the constant in equation (33) and c > 0 is a constant that does not 
depend neither on the points in ~lM nor on the initial conditions (~, 7]) E X(q,q)(O) 
Proof: Taking into account equations (24) and ( 33) , we get, by lemma 13 
with J(t) =11 Z(t) 112 and a = 11 , that II F(q,q)(O) (~, 7]) II~ JJ¥e- vt , "It :::; 0 . 
Then, since X(q,q) is invariant under the flow, one obtains ,for any t ~ 0 , that 
II F(~~q)(t)F(q,q)(o) (~, 7]) II~ IIZ~t)11 evt , which completes the proof. 
It remains to show that II \7 qZ(t) II is also exponentialy contracting. In order 
to do so we first proof that : 
Lemma 14 X(q,ti) depends continuously on (q,q). 
Proof: Let (qn,qn) -+ (qo,qo) as n -+ 00 and let Xn = (~n,7]n) E X(qn,qn) be such 
that Xn -+ Xo = (~0,7]0) E V(qO,qo) as n -+ 00 ,as elements ofTM xMTM . Then, 
by continuity of FIFt and lemma 13 we get: 
:::; lim c II Xn " e- vt = c " Xo " e-vt . n-too 
By the proo~ of lemma 11, Xo E X(qO,tio) . We showed that limX(qn,tin) C X(qO,tio) 
. Since dimX(q,q) = m - 2 for any (q, q) , this concludes the proof. 
We are now able to prove that: 
Lemma 15 There exists a constant L > 0 , that does not depend neither on the 
point (qo, qo) nor on the initial condition in X (qO ,qo) , such that " <5 Z (t) ,,:::; L " 
Z(t) " , "It ~ 0 , V(qo, qo) E ~lM and V(Z(O), <5Z(O)) E X(qO,qo) . 
Proof: For a fixed point (qo, qo) , we consider a basis of X(qO,qo) of the form 
(~i' 7]i) , i = 1, ... , m-2 , where ~i E TqoM , i = 1, ... , m-2 , is an orthonormal basis 
of ~qoMn[qolJ. . Since the dimension is finite, there exists a constant L(qO,qo) > 0 
such that II 7]i ,,2< L~qO,qo) II ~i 112 , i = 1, ... , m - 2 ; and, for an arbitrary vector 
(~, 7]) = Li ai(~i' 7]i) E X(qO,qo) , we also get II 7] 112< Li a; L~qO,qo) II ~i 112= 
L~qO , tio) " ~ 112 , so the inequality in the lemma holds for any vector in X(qO,qo) . 
By lemma 14 , it also holds in a neighbourhood of (qO, qo) . Taking into account 
the compacity of ~lM , the lemma is proved. 
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Lemma 16 The flow Ft on X(q ,q) is uniformly contracting, that is , 
II F{qO ,(10) ( ~, 71) II::; G II (~, 71) II e - vt , "It ~ 0, 
II F{qO,qo) (~, 71) II~ G' " (~, 71) II e-vt , Vt::; 0, 
where the constants G and G' are positive and do not depend neither on the point 
(qo ,qo) nor on the initial condition (~,71) E X(qO,qo)' 
Proof: It is enough to observe that by lemma 15 and the proof of lemma 13, we 
have: 
"FtqO,qo) (~,71) 112~ c2 ,,~,,2 e- 2vt ~ c2 (" ~"2 + "2~~2) e-2vt ~ 
~ G,2 " (~, 71) W e-2vt , 
where G,2 = c2min (~, A) . Now apply the same argument used in the proof of 
lemma 15. 
Lemma 17 The flow Ft on y(q,q) is uniformly expanding, that is , 
II FtqO , qo)(~,71) "~D" (~,71) "evt , "It ~ 0, 
" F{qo ,(10) (~ , 71) ,,::; D' " (~, 71) " evt , Vt ::; 0, 
where the constants D and D' are positive and ddo not depend neither on the point 
(qO,qo) nor on the initial condition (~,71) E y(qO ,qo)' 
Proof: Analogous to the proof of lemma 16. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we will show that for each element of 
X(q,ti) there is an element in X(q,q) , that takes a basis of X(q,q) into a basis of 
X(q ,q) , so that dimX(q,q) = m - 2 . In order to do so , note that, by equation 
(19) and lemma 17: 
for Vt ~ 0 and initial condition 
7 = (aoq(O) + ~ + boN(q(O)) , -aohN(q(O)) + boP\1 qN(O) + 71) , 
where (~,71) E X(q,q)(O) , which implies that there exists limHoo bet) = boo . 
Consider the initial condition 7' = 7 - (booN(q(O)), booP\1 qN(q(O))) . The cor-
responding function bet) satisfies: 
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But , by equation (18), there exists limHoo a(t) = aoo , for the function a(t) 
corresponding to the initial condition T' . For the initial condition T" = T' -
(aooq(O), -aooN(q(O)) , the corresponding function a(t) also satisfies: 
which implies that 
Note that if (~i' TJi) , i = 1, ... , m - 2 , is a basis for X(q,<j)(O) , the corresponding 
elements in X(q,<j)(O) are linearly independent, that is dimX(q,<j)(O) ~ m - 2 . 
By the same argument used in lemma 14, X(q,q) depends continuously on (q, q) 
, and as in lemma 15, there is a constant L such that II T" II::; L" (~,TJ) " , for any 
(~, TJ) E X(q,q)(O) , and any point (q, q)(O) E ElM. This shows that X(q ,cj)(O) is 
uniformly contracting. Analogous arguments for Y show that dimY(q,cj)(O) ~ m-2 
and that it is uniformly expanding. Since dimX(q,q)(O) + dimY(q,<j)(O) = 2m - 4 , 
the two dimensions are equal to m - 2 , which concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Let us consider the special case h = o. Then the field of lines defined by 
W(q,q) = i~~'1l[(J2,V'qh)l = i~~q)[(N,PV'qN)l can be spanned by a globally 
defined vector field W, that coincides over every trajectory with a special Jacobi 
field. But, by definition of Jacobi field, XE1M(q, q)(t, s) commutes with the Jacobi 
field W(t, s) in the sense described in section 4. Since both are globally defined, 
they will all ways commute, which implies that the E-geodesic flow is well defined 
on the quotient space ElM/W. If this quotient is a regular manifold, then the 
Jacobi fields of the quotient flow will be the projections of the Jacobi fields on 
ElM. In view of Theorem 1, these arguments complete the proof of Theorem 2. 
5 An Example 
Let us denote by if the Lie group 5£(2), set of all 2 x 2 real matrices with 
determinant 1. Then, its Lie algebra is given by: 
9 = {A E M(2 x 2)/trA = O} = 
(40) 
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Let X, Y, N be the left invariant vector fields on M generated by these three 
matrices, respectively. 
Then: 
[X,N] = -2Y, (41) 
[Y,N]=2X, (42) 
[X,Y] = -2N. (43) 
Consider on the group M the left invariant metric defined by : 
< X,X >=< Y,Y >=< N ,N >= 1 
and 
< X,Y >=< X,N >=< Y,N >= O. 
Let L,qM be the subspace spanned by X(q), Y(q), Vq EM. Then, it is clear 
from (43) , that L, is a non-integrable distribution. Using the expression for the 
Levi-Civita connection, it easy to show that V N N = 0 that is, the volume is 
conserved. 
Note now that, if S E L,qM with IISII = 1, then S = aX(q) + bY(q) , with 
a2 + b2 = 1 and [N, S](q) = 2( -bX(q) + aY(q)) where S is the left invariant 
extension of S. Then 
< B(S, S), N(q) >= - < S, [N, S](q) >= -2( -ab + ab) = 0, 
that is, 
This means that L, is constant umbilical. In fact it is totally geodesic. 
Note that if q E L,qlM , q = aX + bY, then a basis for L,qlM n [q].L is 
z = -bX + aY and: 
< B(q, z) , N >=< B(X, Y) , N >= -1 , Vq E L,qlM , V q E M. 
After some computations, it is possible to show that 
-K(L,)(q) = -K(X, Y)(q) = +7 ~ 0 + 4 x 1, 
that is , the sectional curvature satisfies the condition imposed in the statement of 
Theorem l. 
Using equation (31) with Z(t) = f(t)z(t) one obtains f" = 4f . From equations 
(18) and (19) we get a' = 0 and b' = -2f , respectively. Then it is not difficult to 
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show that the variational fields that generate the subspaces X(q, q), Y(q, q), Z(q, q) 
and W(q, q) are given respectively by: 
i(q, q)(A3(t)) = (q,O)(q(t)), 
i(q,q)(A4(t)) = (N, -z)(q(t)). 
Let V be a uniform subgroup of SL(2), that is, a discrete subgroup such that 
M = SL(2)/'O is compact (they do exist, see [Bol). The I:-geodesic flow is well 
defined on I:1 M, and all the other hypoteses of Theorem 2, including compacity, 
are already verified. 
Explicit computations show that the integrables curves of the Jacobi field 
A4 = Ware all periodic orbits of the same period. In this case, the quotient 
space I: 1M/[A4 ] is a Coo regular manifold. 
Then, by Theorem 2, the I:-geodesic flow is defined in this last quotient man-
ifold, so, we have an Anosov flow induced by a I:-geodesic flow, where I: is a 
non-integrable distribution. 
As a final observation, it is interesting to see that it occurs a left action of 
the compact group SO(2) on SL(2), and, moreover, SO(2) leaves invariant the 
metric and the distribution. Then, SO(2) provides a momentum map for the 
I:-geodesic flow. So, the final reduced Anosov system can be identified with the 
geodesic flow of a compact surface of negative curvature; that compact manifold 
is diffeomorphic to the quotient SO(2)\SL(2)/'O. 
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